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DATA SECURITY

Robert Herjavec, Founder and CEO of
Herjavec Group and Investor on ABC's
Shark Tank, shares his expertise on
how Canadian enterprises can secure
organizational data in today’s digital
environment.
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We live in a digital world in which our
happiness, health, and even our lives can
depend on the performance of technology.
From medical equipment to cars, and
home security systems to smartphones,
computerized equipment plays a greater role
in the human experience with each passing
year.
Yet the increased convenience and
benefits of the digital age come at a cost. New
threats— many of which were the domain
of science fiction movies just a decade ago—
have become real-world problems on a
massive scale, with new dangers arising on
a regular basis. Ten years ago, the notion that
a foreign power could potentially alter the
results of an American presidential election
through hacking and the spreading of
misinformation would have sounded absurd.
But in 2018, many have come to realize that
the potential for such an attack on democracy
is very real, and perhaps a historical fact. Not
long ago,artificial intelligence was the stuff of
fictional movies— but it is now a technology
utilized by cyber attackers and defenders
alike.
Our world is rapidly transforming from
an industrial economy to a digital society,
in which cyberattacks have emerged as a
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major threat to businesses, individuals, and
governments alike. In fact, cybersecurity
challenges us in ways that no threat has done
before.
Nearly all people, for example, outsource a
great deal of their physical security to others.
We pay taxes to fund fire departments, law
enforcement agencies, and intelligence
services— and while we may utilize dedicated
volunteers for local patrols, we are not
expected to assume personal responsibility
to deliver the security provided by the
organizations that we help fund.
Cybersecurity, however, cannot be
outsourced. We cannot relyon the government
to protect our personal computers, devices, or
data— indeed it is difficult to imagine how
an outside party could adequately shield
us against hacking and social engineering
attacks, cryptocurrency theft, or hijacked
online banking sessions. The global diffusion
of data and its systems continue to blur
the borders of sovereign states. Who holds
responsibility for the security of data that
belongs to a Canadian company, regarding
the affairs of a French citizen that is stored on
a computer in Australia,being served to a user
in Cameroon? Understanding what we must
protect, how we must protect it, and who

must be the protector is no simple matter,
especially when it comes to information
stored in the cloud.
To be cyber-secure, therefore, we— the
people, businesses, and organizations of the
developed world— must be vigilant. We must
comprehend the threats as best we can and
explore the optimal practices for situations
in which the security of our data is at risk. We
must understand roles and responsibilities
for the protection of information, from the
personal level to the national level. Perhaps
most importantly, we must also know what
we do not know— and understand who to
call when situations we could never have
imagined arise.
Cyberattacks will continue to occur
on a frequent basis— such is the nature
of the digital age. However, by learning to
distinguish good advice from bad, listening
to experts, and protecting ourselves from
cybersecurity fatigue, we can become more
adept to the changes of technology as
they develop. While forthcoming threats
may seem ominous, one thing is certain:
understanding and working in tandem with
cybersecurity professionals is key to North
America’s success in the 21st century.
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The Future Is in the Cloud:

What Canadian Companies Need to Know

E

veryone is talking about the cloud.But are
you ready? That’s the question organizations should be asking themselves today.

Successful businesses know that
they must transform to stay relevant. That’s why
more Canadian enterprise-level companies and
governments are adopting cloud-based services
systems.
Over the past 30 years, Trend Micro has grown
into one of Canada’s leading cybersecurity organizations and a market leader in hybrid cloud security."It’s an exciting time,because cloud adoption is
rapidly gaining steam in this country,” says Marcia Sequeira, Trend Micro’s Country Manager for
Canada.“The big three cloud computing providers
– Amazon, Microsoft, and now Google – have energized the Canadian market.” Sequeira adds that
more organizations are seeing the value
in mi-

grating to the cloud, with executives asking how
they can do it and how fast they can shift.
Using the cloud requires a different security
platform than traditional security tools. Having
worked closely with the major cloud service providers, Trend Micro has built solutions that are
uniquely designed for the cloud, optimizing security without sacrificing all the benefits,including
business agility.
While the cloud has immense competitive value
for organizations, including reduced IT costs, flexibility of work practices, and collaboration efficiency, it requires a different skill set to manage.
“Business leaders need to understand the basics
and know what the cloud can mean for their organization,” says Sequeira. “We’re seeing more
people hiring cloud specialists or working with
parties that have the expertise.”

Securing your cloud
“Given the scrutiny around cloud security,
controls, and compliancy requirements
and with thoughtful implementation
planning, I can’t think of a more secure IT environment than the cloud,
but we need to get into the mindset that there are real consequences
concerning data breaches,” says Matt

Hoerig, President of the non-profit Cloud Security Alliance and President/CEO of the consulting
firm Trustsec. “With the cloud, you don’t own the
underlying IT infrastructure, so there can be risks
to data security beyond the third-party cloud infrastructure.The impact of data loss is significant and
can lead to financial and reputational loss.”
Hoerig believes that business leaders should be
looking at cloud readiness as part of an organization’s IT road map.He stresses that there shouldn’t
be complacency when it comes to data security
as threats from cyber criminals are increasing in
both scale and complexity. Organizations must
establish a shared responsibility with their cloudprovider partners,to ensure the right mechanisms
are in place to protect their application workloads,
and develop an internal, organic culture of security within their organization and by extension the
cloud provider itself.

(AI) and machine learning, in which algorithms
and a data source are used to identify security
threats.This is one area in which Trend Micro has
made significant investment. While there are lots
of benefits to AI, including its ability to provide a
level of automation and to potentially identify “zero-day” vulnerabilities,it can’t be the only solution.
That’s why a layered approach to security or a combination of different tools is required.
“With Canadian businesses wanting to optimize their investment in IT infrastructure, we’ll
continue to see an increase in cloud service providers and a growth in organizations migrating to the
cloud,” says Sequeira.“We’re excited that conversations about data security are happening and that
companies are reaching out to subject matter experts as they embrace new technologies.”
Ken Donahue

A commitment to innovation
With cybersecurity research centres in Canada and
worldwide,Trend Micro is committed to developing innovative solutions to cloud security. This is
especially critical during this transition period,
where many organizations are utilizing hybrid
cloud solutions wherein data is stored both locally
and on the cloud.This requires specific capabilities
and integration points that are designed for an organization’s environment and can be challenging
for businesses to navigate.
There are many innovative solutions to cloud
security, including the use of artificial intelligence

Marcia Sequeira,
Canadian Country Manager,
Trend Micro
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Companies
Respond to
Cybersecurity
Threats in
New Ways

Bob Gordon,
Executive Director, CCTX

Companies with digital assets have faced
cybersecurity threats since the dawn of
the internet, but mitigation may be closer
than they think. Through cross-sector
collaboration, Canadian companies can
find success in fending off even the most
sophisticated of attackers by leveraging
peer-to-peer
information-sharing
and
collaboration through the Canadian Cyber
Threat Exchange (CCTX).
As industries diversify and cross-pollinate,
they collect digital assets that can carry value on
the black market. Some experts believe effective
collaboration can mitigate the chances of a
breach,or the damage it could cause.
“Businesses have become more diversified,
so we've now got telecom companies that
run retail stores, or retail stores that provide

known firms for years, and the current targetrich environment in cyberspace can affect
anyone. A worrisome trend in ransomware
has emerged, as exhibited by a variant of the
Petya malicious program in 2017 that was
designed to destroy data rather than extort
money. Attacks can come from anyone, with
any purpose— be it a disgruntled former
employee, an angry customer, or someone
with rogue intentions.
Working in tandem
Companies have started to recognize that
working with others is not a competitive
disadvantage because the security risks are
collective, says Gordon. Sharing information
allows participating firms to look at attacks
“through the front door” as a blatant
cyberattack, or as an unauthorized
presence within the network.
For
example, a
larger
enterprise
could
share
information that small and
medium sized businesses (SMBs)
may find pertinent for their own
defence, or vice versa. Either way,
executives and business owners
would be aware of the risks, vulnerabilities,
and threats, having a greater understanding
of whether they might need to bolster their
defences, which could include turning to an
external provider for help.
“The digital economy we now live in
depends on the public having confidence in
the system,” says Gordon. “It doesn't matter
what company you are or how big you are. If
people start to lose confidence in the system,
then all companies suffer.”

"Working with others is not a
competitive disadvantage because
the security risks are collective".
financial services, or hydro companies that
provide internet services,” says Bob Gordon,
Executive Director of the CCTX. “Their
vulnerability to attack changes at the same
time.Attackers won't need to use a certain tool
exclusively against a bank; they'll be able to
use it across any sector. So there's real profit
in different industries learning what they're
mutually experiencing from a cyber-threat
perspective.”
Evolving malware has victimized well-

Gathering intelligence
Humza Teherany, President of the CIO
Association of Canada, says that increasing
industry digitization puts more sensitive data
in play. He believes the data leaks associated
with the high-profile attacks have been a
wake-up call for companies.
“It’s important to have those conversations
in a friendly environment, behind closed
doors, and, naturally, without divulging any
corporate secrets,” says Teherany. “It’s just
talking about the trends, because they change
every year. The basic tenet of what cyber
attackers are going for doesn't change,but how
they get there does, and I think having that
peer group to talk through helps immensely,
especially in the Canadian marketplace.”
He acknowledges seeing more Canadian
companies including IT and cybersecurity
risks with overall corporate risk, putting it
front and centre in day-to-day operations.
Some have also started to hire Chief
Information Security Officers.
Given the significant increase in
cyberattacks worldwide avnd increasing
maturity of new malicious programs every
day, preparing for the cyber threat du jour
can be challenging for businesses to navigate.
The CCTX supports the sharing and analytics
of cyber threat information across all sectors
and serves as a collaboration hub for cyber
professionals to exchange best practices,
techniques and insights to mitigate current
cyber security issues.
Ted Kritsonis

Machine Learning
is Valuable in Combating
New Malware Threats

M

achine learning serves as a real turning point in assessing
cybersecurity risks as businesses are looking to adopt the evolving technology to ward off intruders.
Cybersecurity has largely been a cat-andmouse game with IT personnel scrambling to
pre-empt attacks or deal with system breaches of varying magnitudes. Some of that work
requires addressing simple threats that, while
relatively easy to nullify,take up valuable time.
Machine learning capabilities can identify
attacks as they appear, alerting cybersecurity
experts who can take appropriate action, and
predict future attacks.
“You don't need a person to analyze something when a machine can distinguish between
good or bad with high certainty and determine
whether the program is malicious,” says Peter
Košinár, Senior Virus Researcher at ESET, an IT

security firm.“It can also tell us what's bad,and
also what's good.If you know that,you can hone
in on the grey zone where AI may not be able to
figure everything out, thus requiring some human interaction.”
Collaborative efforts			
Cybersecurity experts,like Košinár,believe it's
best to combine machine learning capabilities
with human expertise and instinct because
the technology may not be precise enough to
arbitrarily deduce the significance of a threat
or attack vector.Fortunately,machine learning
is designed to be adaptable.
Machine learning can parse information
faster than humans can, which could effectively eliminate some of the tedious monitoring work humans have had to do, however he
cautions that machine learning tools aren’t yet
capable of stopping attacks independently of

humans. “You can apply
them along with existing
tools, actions and response
procedures to get them done faster or more efficiently,” he notes. “For
example, if you’re alerted to suspicious behaviour on one computer, like certain files being
encrypted,you can act on that much faster and
stop the same damage from happening on the
other computers without actually seeing it in
the first place.”
Protective practices			
Computers and smartphones tend to be the
most vulnerable to attack because they can
act as gateways into a wider business system.
However,the Internet of Things (IoT) means
there are printers,scanners,cameras,routers,
and other network components that could be
targeted entry points for cybercriminals.

Government institutions, banks, or other enterprises should use methods that are tailored to
their own use because the threats they face are
different,he adds.
For Košinár, deploying smarter tools like
machine learning does require a strategic approach, noting that “attacks are often not discovered for quite some time after they happen,so it's important to be able to look back and
understand what was going on in your own
network, what assets the attackers were going
after and how to protect them.”
Ted Kritsonis
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Businesses Look to VPNs
for Secure Data Protection

V

irtual Private Network (VPN)
services have grown in popularity with consumers for
their ability to provide greater freedom online, and for businesses
who can utilize the additional privacy to
protect sensitive data.
More recently, VPNs have largely been
consumer-focused because of how they
anonymize activity online and— in some
instances—circumvent geo-restricted content.With an IP address in a different country, the users can access that content as if
they lived there. However,VPN usage started out almost exclusively for business, allowing employees to have a direct, secure
connection to workplace systems without

Your Internet Service Provider
(ISP) might also routinely
log anything from sensitive
correspondence to contracts and
trade secrets that you transmit
compromising the data and communications in transit.
Cybersecurity has grown in sophistication to ward off more intricate attacks.The
cost of global ransomware damages was
expected to exceed $5 billion (U.S.) in 2017,
according to a cybercrime report from IDG
Communications.
“[Enterprises] need to lock down their in-

ternal networks with a securely encrypted
layer placed over their Internet service,”
says Benjamin Van Pelt, Founder and CEO
of TorGuard, a VPN provider. “A VPN encrypts data so it can’t be used or understood by corporate spies.Your Internet Service Provider (ISP) might also routinely log
anything from sensitive correspondence to
contracts and trade secrets that you transmit. Encryption makes the data worthless
to anyone who hacks your ISP.”
Building a tunnel
Employees are increasingly mobile and
using multiple devices, meaning attackers can exploit the vulnerabilities they create.Public Wi-Fi networks— particularly at
hotels and airports— are among the riskiest because attackers could set up dummy
networks that route traffic through them,
Van Pelt adds.
Unsuspecting employees connecting
to such networks could expose more than
just the data stored on their devices if they
“phone home” and log in to their company
systems. VPNs can encrypt information
between users so that it is anonymized and
indecipherable to an unauthorized viewer.
It is also possible to use an encrypted
VPN that identifies each user logging into the company’s system through unique
IPs assigned to specific users. “Each of
these unique IP addresses can be assigned
to specific employees who have access to
sensitive systems,” he says. “If I assign a
specific VPN IP address to the system administrator, only that person is able to access areas of the network assigned to them.
Access using any other IP address will be

denied. It’s one of the most effective ways
to improve security and protect business
portals from unauthorized access.”
Ensuring data protection
New data protection and privacy regulations in Canada under the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) sets out rules on how
businesses handle and store personal information. The European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will go
into effect on May 25,2018.
There are no specific rules governing the
use of VPNs, but doing business in other
countries can pose other risks. Both China
and Russia moved to ban all VPNs outright
in 2017,with China recently opting to allow
only state-approved VPN services to operate in that country.
Since businesses primarily use these services so employees can secure data when
working remotely, the restrictions could
also block certain applications or programs they are required to use for their respective roles.Van Pelt believes double-layered encryption technology could be a
workaround that blocks government censors from spotting the secure VPN tunnel.
“The primary reason that these businesses use a VPN is to keep their data secure when employees are working outside the office,” he says.“My advice to businesses is the same, whether they operate
entirely in Canada or internationally: If
you’re not fully in control of your network,
then you want to use a VPN.”
Benjamin Van Pelt
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Founder and CEO of Herjavec Group, and Investor on
ABC's Shark Tank, Robert Herjavec Educates Canadian Enterprises on

How to Protect Against Today’s
Feeding Frenzy of Cyberattackers
Mediaplanet What kind of changes have you seen
in Canadian organizations and their outlook on data
security in the past year?
Robert Herjavec Canadian organizations are ma-

turing when it comes to data security requirements.
There’s a clear understanding of the threat landscape
and the need to balance multiple layers of technology
along with processes and people for a proactive cyber
defense. The recent communication around the Canadian federal budget commitment to cybersecurity is
another example of how the Canadian market is reinforcing the value of threat intelligence and the development of talent. We’re used to hearing that Canada
lags behind the US in terms of cybersecurity preparedness and technology adoption, but we’re seeing strides
in terms of third-party service adoption (including Managed Security Services and Identity Managed Services),
emerging technology adoption,and a proactive stance to
get ahead of compliance requirements — all of which are
very promising.

MP How should Canadian enterprises manage
the security of their data with the upcoming
implementation of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and amendments to PIPEDA in May?
RH Canadian organizations need to be aware of how these

imum amount of identifying information needed to make
a secure transaction.However,blockchain isn’t a complete
cure-all solution for enterprises. Executives with security responsibilities should do their homework and engage
with firms deep in Blockchain technology. Deploying and
leveraging this new platform will require a major investment and experienced staff from mid-sized to large organizations investing in it.

MP When it comes to securing user identity and
sensitive data, how do you define the difference
between identity management and access/
authorization management?
RH Identity management is the program that governs

who a user is within an organization. It summarizes
the access tied to each user’s identity and controls
what they can access, when, and for how long. Some
access may be privileged at an admin level or may be
non-privileged. Authorization management is the
granting of those various permissions.

MP How can adoption of trusted digital Identity
and Access Management (IAM) solutions prevent or
eliminate large-scale breaches?
RH Safeguarding user identities and managing access

permissions across the enterprise is one of the biggest
compliance directives impact them and their customers. challenges faced by security teams. Poor IAM leads to
There are serious implications for non-compliance.Failure data breaches, causing financial damage and reputato comply with GDPR, for example, results in significant tional harm.
penalties — a $20M GBP fine, or
Organizations require a solution
4 percent of annual turnover,
that aligns identity governance with
whichever is greater. It’s common
privileged access management to not
"Enterprise executives
that companies say ‘oh GDPR is
only meet both policy and regulatory
have a responsibility to
a UK policy, it doesn’t apply to
compliance— but more importantly,
the protection of their
me’. That’s not the case. GDPR
to avoid falling victim to a devastating
is a proactive reminder that all
cyberattack.
businesses in terms
enterprises engaging with the
of financial reputation,
data of a UK natural person— no
MP Do you think enterprise
brand reputation,
matter their corporate location—
executives should be fully
and overall customer
should proactively assess their
knowledgeable on the topic of data
credibility".
security postures in terms of their
security? Why?
visibility,controls,and scope.
RH It’s a must. Enterprise
executives have a responsibility to the protection
of their businesses in terms of financial reputation,
MP The recent media explosion of Bitcoin and
brand reputation, and overall customer credibility.
cryptocurrency in 2017 has more people understanding
Cybersecurity is not an IT-specific problem. It’s
blockchain technology and the security benefits it
a business challenge that requires investment,
provides to the financial industry. How can enterprises
leverage blockchain technology to secure organizational commitment, and training company-wide. There has
to be a governance at the executive and board level
user data?
RH There’s been a lot of talk among cybersecurity pro- that monitors each organization’s progression on
fessionals about using blockchain for identity and ac- cyber initiatives. In the event of a cyberattack, it will
cess management in the coming years. Instead of differ- be unacceptable for C-level executives to blame the
ent institutions controlling different pieces of an individ- IT department. Everyone must report on it and be
ual’s personal data, it will be the individual that controls responsible for it.
all that information. This allows us to present the min-

Blockchain Brings New Frontier for
Secure Digital Identity and Authentication
Locke Brown
CEO and Co-Founder of NuID

B

lockchain might be the key to eliminating
the kind of widescale data security breaches that are making headlines worldwide. For
large enterprises where siloed, centralized
data is constantly under threat, cutting-edge
organizations are leveraging blockchain technologies for
advanced protection of sensitive data.
“Decentralized data storage—particularly user authentication data—breaks down the attack surface of centralized databases into individual, independent user credential
verifiers,” says Locke Brown, CEO and Co-Founder of NuID.
“When you decentralize data storage,you drastically reduce
the incentive for attackers.”
The San Francisco-based start-up is at the peak of a new
wave of tech companies turning to blockchain technologies
for new paradigms in user authentication. While the public
tends to associate blockchain with cryptocurrencies, a few
cybersecurity companies are leveraging distributed ledger technology as an alternative to the centralized storage of
user authentication data such as passwords in large, siloed
databases.

personally identifiable information (PII), gains access to all
that data in one place—you have essentially created a massive jackpot.”
NuID is challenging the traditional security paradigm by
combining distributed ledger technology with zero-knowledge cryptography to create a state-of-the-art authentication and digital identity solution. Like many companies
in cybersecurity and fintech, NuID is leveraging the blockchain-based Ethereum network to test new applications
and solutions including user authentication.
“In our case, we consider decentralized authentication to
mean that individual user authentication secrets, such as
passwords, are distributed across a network of nodes using
blockchain technology so there’s no single point of failure,”
explains Brown. “By returning credential ownership to individual users, companies no longer need to store and protect user authentication data internally.”
The NuID protocol leverages advances in zero-knowledge
cryptography to completely eliminate the need for large,
siloed databases, thus redefining the foundational standard
for authentication. A “zero-knowledge proof” is a way for
a user to prove to a verifier—even an untrustworthy one—
that they know something (e.g., a password) without revealing any information about the thing itself.

Hiding the jackpot from hackers

Reducing security risk with zero-knowledge
cryptography

“Centralized data storage creates an incentive for hackers
and attackers,” he says. “An attacker that breaks into one
database of, say, thousands of user credentials and other

NuID converts user credentials into tiny immutable programs stored on Ethereum rather than on individual devices. “The program is a mechanism that verifies you know

your password,” explains Brown. Validation only occurs
when successfully unlocking the program originally stored
on the blockchain.
The beauty of the process is that users can authenticate
from any device. While some companies are building blockchain-based authentication that rely on device-based private keys, the NuID protocol ensures lost or stolen devices
do not present the risk of security breach.
“Most solutions right now are patchwork solutions that
attempt to protect the current paradigm of database solutions that are really antiquated,” says Brown. “You have all
these patchwork solutions built on top of each other. What
we’re doing is redefining the foundational standard for how
authentication and identity management works today.”
NuID is a member of the Decentralized Identity Foundation and is working to create standards and educate companies in enterprise data security solutions. While this rapidly
evolving space is still nascent, forward-thinking companies
from global consulting firms to financial service providers
are collaborating with start-ups like NuID to create and test
new blockchain-based authentication protocols.
“In this modern digital age, data enterprises need to embrace new technologies to keep the trust of their customers,
protect their employees, and safeguard their internal systems,” notes Brown. “If you want to build a foundation that
giants can stand on, you need to embrace new paradigms.”
Colin Ellis
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New Privacy Regulations Push
Businesses to the Cloud
Regulatory changes to Canada’s data
protection and privacy laws will require
businesses to comply with legislation
governing how they handle Canadians’
personal information.

R

egulatory changes to Canada’s data protection and privacy laws will require businesses to comply with legislation governing how they handle Canadians’
personal information.
The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
(PIPEDA) has been rolled out in stages
since 2001, though the most recent
provisions have spurred businesses in
the country to act in accordance with
the law.
When the new regulations take effect this year, businesses will be required to notify both the individual and
the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
(OPC) when there's a breach. This represents a significant change in terms of
compliance obligations,with the added
caveat that it can alter the perception
of companies who have been breached,
says Scott Smith, Director of Intellectual Property and Policy Innovation at
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.
“It’s going to be more prevalent in
the media once those regulations are
in place,” says Smith. “It’s incumbent
on companies who are handling personal information to be more diligent
about their cybersecurity and internal
privacy practices.We're not just talking
about electronic breaches, but rather
anything that happens within a given
business environment.”
Smith says the legislation’s intent is
to determine whether a breach is material in nature— meaning it could
cause significant harm. Up to this

point, companies have made that determination unilaterally.

Personal data awareness
At the same time,the European Union’s
new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will go into effect on May
25, 2018, and will require businesses
operating in its member states to comply with new personal data privacy and
protection rules.
PIPEDA and GDPR are not harmonized,so Canadian enterprises shouldn’t
assume complying with one is equal
to the other, Smith notes. It also brings
up one aspect he believes may be overlooked,which is the idea of personal information stripped of personally identifiable details.
“This is generally the case for a lot of
high-tech companies that are using big
data to generate new algorithms protecting behaviours,” he says. “Similar
to the apps you use, they look at the behaviour of a large group of people that
are doing specific things, and how they
can target a product to that individual
that fits the profile.”
GDPR is more stringent in that, online, it affords individuals “the right
to be forgotten”, which effectively allows them to have their personal information erased when and where it’s
no longer necessary to a company’s original purpose for collecting it.
It’s less clear with PIPEDA, and so,
any business operating in both jurisdictions may face difficulty in staying
on top of both regulatory regimes.

Seeing the cloud
Enterprises looking to the cloud for
providers who can navigate the new
rules on both sides of the Atlantic may
find willing takers. Cybersecurity and
software firms have anticipated the upcoming changes.
“The GDPR requires that organizations respect and protect personal data
– no matter where it is sent, processed
or stored,” say Brendon Lynch, Chief
Privacy Officer at Microsoft.
Lynch says it will take time, tools,
processes and expertise for businesses
to comply with the GPPR,and to do this
organizations will need to make changes to their privacy and data management practices.But,he says,cloud technology can help businesses meet their
GDPR obligations for areas including
deletion, rectification, transfer of, access to and objection to processing of
personal data.
“Complying with the GDPR will not
be easy,” Lynch says, “but moving your
organization’s data to the cloud will
help simplify and accelerate the path
to GDPR compliance. In addition, with
data now being such a critical asset,
businesses should see moving to the
cloud as an investment that will help
create more agility and support innovation across their organizations.”

Ted Kritsonis
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Canadian Industry Leaders
Are Advancing Threat
Intelligence Solutions
for Enterprises

Mediaplanet What kind of
changes have you seen in Canadian
organizations and their outlook on
data security in the past year?
Giovanni
Sansalone With
increased media coverage of
high visibility breaches and
vulnerabilities, security has become
a boardroom discussion for all
organizations. Compliance with
regulations such as GDPR, PIPEDA,
and the Canadian mandatory breach
notification continue to be top of
mind, but companies are still in
search of new ways to protect their
data. It’s no longer about preventing
the breach,but about detecting it and
responding quickly.
MP Why do you think human error
consistently ranks as the leading cause
of a cyber intrusion?
GS Since employees are continuously
handling systems, this is the most
likely area for errors and therefore
cyber risk. Business are transforming
the way they operate at a much faster
pace than ever before in order to
gain a competitive advantage in the
market. They are connecting to more
and more partners and adopting
cloud technologies to deliver services
faster – while still dealing with legacy
systems in-house and the manual
process needed to support them. Due
to these growing complexities, the
skill set required to effectively secure
these environments is continually
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In 2017, Bell was the only communications
provider recognized by IDC as a category leader
in security in Canada. Vice President of Product
Management, Giovanni Sansalone, shares his
expert insights on Bell’s commitment to securing
business and consumer data every day.

evolving and it takes time to develop
the level of expertise that is needed.
MP How can enterprises leverage cyber
threat intelligence to reduce human
error?
GS We believe that effective
defense against emerging threats
must go beyond adding layers to an
organization’s defense-in-depth
strategy— it has to be rooted in an
improved understanding of the
threat landscape, and the potential
impacts to an organization. Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI) can provide
a level of insight into potential threats
to an organization, allowing the
organization to proactively address
vulnerabilities and risks potentially
caused by human error.

Giovanni Sansalone
Vice President,
Product Management
Bell Canada

MP How have threat intelligence
technologies advanced to keep up with
the maturity of today’s cyber hacker?
GS Adversaries have become more
sophisticated and better organized,
with the attack methods constantly

evolving to better evade defenses.
Intelligence technologies have kept
pace by developing machine learning
and artificial intelligence capabilities
that can identify potential threats
sooner and reduce the number of
false positives. The output from these
improved models can provide tailored
and actionable insight for customers
that can be orchestrated directly into
their defense mechanisms without
human intervention.
MP What is DDoS? How can DDoS
provide real-time threat mitigation to
reduce wide-scale breach?
GS A distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack is one that attempts
to prevent your customer from
reaching
your
Internet-facing

business websites and applications,
resulting in a loss of reputation,
brand equity, and profit for your
business. DDoS attacks can also be
used by attackers as a diversionary
attack to take the response focus off
the real intent of the attack which
is to access other systems and data.
By being configured with your
internet connection, network DDoS
protection can stop a wide variety
of attacks before they ever reach
your website— meaning business
operations are never interrupted
by malicious traffic and allowing
your security personnel to more
effectively manage the risk posture
of the organization.

MP What does it mean for Bell Canada
to be recognized as a leader in security?
GS Bell, like many other Canadian
organizations, is impacted by the
expanding threat landscape in
Canada and around the world. Being
recognized as a leader in security
reinforces our commitment to
constantly protect our customers,
our customer’s customers, and
our partners. Moreover, it supports
our goal to build a more secure
Canada through leveraging our
unique CTI capability built with the
enormous amount of data traversing
our network and helping to lead
innovative initiatives such as the
Canadian Cyber Threat Exchange
(CCTX).
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Future of Data Security
Four leading Canadian cybersecurity experts
investigate the security trends of tomorrow for
enterprise executives to prepare today.

How Businesses Are Getting One Step Ahead of Cyberattacks

Paul Butcher
Co-Founder,
HostedBizz
Jim Stechyson
Co-Founder,
HostedBizz

Cyberattacks, like ransomware, have become a daily threat to
organizations of all sizes. IT security teams struggle to keep up
with the changing threat profiles and constant attacks leaving
organizations vulnerable to cyber threats such as phishing,
vishing, whaling, and other internet crimes.
“Cybercrime is a booming business, and the latest techniques
used by cybercriminals have an impressive ability to manoeuvre
past traditional security defences,” says Jim Stechyson, co-founder
of HostedBizz, who, along with business partner Paul Butcher,
runs one of Canada’s leading cloud service providers. “Despite
the best efforts of IT teams to protect their organizations with
traditional perimeter defence systems, the key to better data and
security protection lies with systems and processes that assess
vulnerabilities, educate end users on them, and include data
protection strategies that ensure full recovery,” adds Butcher.
The co-founders agree that using a multi-layered approach
to data security and protection that includes a commitment to
ongoing end user education and testing to identify potential

threats plays a big part in reducing the risk of cyberattack and
penetration. The following tactics to augment an organization’s
security and defence are essential:
• Assess vulnerability by conducting phishing simulations. These
provide valuable insight into risk. They also identify where
education and testing programs should be implemented to raise
awareness and train users on how to recognize and react to
potential threats. These simulations are often available through
service providers and are surprisingly affordable.
• Build a protection plan that includes the ability to restore
infected data and systems into a pre-attack production state.
Data backup policies that include an offsite copy with a
DRaaS provider ensure 100 percent confidence that critical
systems can be recovered onsite or in the cloud promptly
should a significant corporate-wide security breach occur.
Paul Butcher
Jim Stechyson

Bringing Together Board, Business, and IT
Protecting digital assets is challenging for all companies,

Bob Gordon,
Executive Director,
CCTX

especially when dealing with evolving cyber threats— pushing
executives to stay two steps ahead.
The most valuable asset in most instances is a company’s
digital data, notes Bob Gordon, Executive Director of the Canadian
Cyber Threat Exchange. However, emerging trends indicate that
cyber threats are no longer solely about extorting a ransom from
compromised firms.
“A company executive or business owner needs to have a good
understanding of what the critical information is within their
organization,” says Gordon. “What kind of data could they lose that
would cost them their competitive edge? Where is that information
stored and who has access to it? Making that data accessible across
the spectrum of the business widens the risk, because every end user
and workstation becomes a potential door into corporate IT systems.”
He adds that many of the cyber breaches that took place earlier
last year could largely have been prevented had patches been
installed on the infected systems ahead of time. Canadian boards

are becoming more engaged and assessing cyber threats in the
same way they look at traditional risks.
“It has to become a board level issue because it's a business
issue,” says Gordon. “This is not just an IT problem— if you leave it
solely in the realm of IT professionals, you're not going to solve it.
You need the business side to get involved, from the board all the
way down.”
IT departments can’t make those decisions, he adds. The
business unit determines what data and processes are critical,
making decisions about the risks and solutions involved should it
be compromised.
“It's a three-way conversation: board,business units,and IT,” says
Gordon. “And the question is not if you will be attacked, but when.”
Ted Kritsonis

Smarter Protection Key to Battling New Malware Threats
With businesses embracing the Internet of Things (IoT), a greater level of connectivity should provide an impetus to prepare for
inevitable cyberattacks.
A Forbes report found that 32 percent of top tech CEOs felt IT security was among the greatest challenge their companies faced—a concern
compounded by new malware attacks aimed at exploiting vulnerabilities.

Malware family					
Alexis Dorais-Joncas,
Security Intelligence Team Lead
at ESET

Gamarue is an example of a “malware family,” which means that it’s
the codebase for different variant strains to create botnets to launch
cyberattacks.Available for sale in underground markets,it is possible
for anyone to buy it and build their own botnet,says Alexis DoraisJoncas, Security Intelligence Team Lead at ESET,an IT security firm.
“Last year alone, there were about 500 different people who acquired
the [Gamarue] kits and deployed it in the wild to control their own
little botnets,” he says. “We pooled our telemetry data with other partners and built a list of domain names and addresses used to control the
botnets.With help from multiple law enforcement agencies around the
world,we were able to seize control of many of these domain names and
IP addresses and redirect all the traffic into one sinkhole server.”

A sinkhole is one large server that accepts connections from the
infected machines and keeps them dormant. It records who is connecting to it, allowing ESET to determine the total scope of infections
around world.

Protective practices
Protection against this type of “crimeware” needs to be multifaceted because it will get into the company network through the weakest link,he
adds. Large organizations with a big staff are especially vulnerable even
if only a few employees are careless.
“There's no one solution to block every infection vector, so companies should be on the lookout for the latest threats and how they work,”
he says.“All the same/best practices apply—patching workstations with
the latest software,anti-spam and malware blocks at the email gateway
and deploying endpoint and network protections like firewalls.”
Ted Kritsonis

Government Announces New Canadian Centre for Cyber Security

Scott Jones
Deputy Chief of IT Security,
Communications Security
Establishment

In today’s world, digital technologies and the internet are increasingly important to innovation and economic growth.Accordingly,cybersecurity has become a mainstream issue in both the public and private
sector alike,and to Canadians more generally.
Cyber compromises,when they occur,take up time,money,and other
valuable resources.They can impede the government’s objectives, damage an organization’s trust and reputation,and affect the personal information or finances of individual Canadians.
Cyber threats evolve at an incredible pace and the challenge of protecting cyber systems and information will get a lot harder in the future.
With advances in technology such as quantum computing,the future is
quickly becoming today’s reality.
To combat cyber threats, the Government of Canada has announced
the creation of the new Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (the Cyber
Centre) in Budget 2018.As part of the Communications Security Establishment (CSE),the Cyber Centre will be a single unified source of expert
advice, guidance, services and support on cyber security operational
matters. It will be outward-facing, open to collaboration with industry

partners, and a trusted resource for faster, stronger responses to cybersecurity incidents.
With the Cyber Centre,Canadians will have a clear,unified,and trusted place to turn to for cyber security issues.
This important investment will benefit all Canadians as it reinforces federal government cyber security capabilities and improves the
detection of, and response to, continually evolving cyber threats. The
pervasive and interconnected nature of the internet means we must
all think of cyber security more often, and work together to raise our
collective defences.
The Cyber Centre will be the country’s authority on cybersecurity
operations and together with industry partners,will be better prepared
to take on complex, ever-evolving cybersecurity challenges— because
it’s everyone’s business.
Scott Jones

